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Abstract. Advancements in mobile technology and the proliferation of
social media platforms have made it possible for individuals to stay constantly connected with friends and family. This has provided new opportunities to the emergency response domain, where the information shared
by individuals in crisis can provide invaluable insight into the situation
on the ground. Information shared on social media is highly dynamic,
heterogeneous, large scale, geographically distributed and multilingual.
Moreover, the context of such information is mostly relevant for a very
short period of time and the information can be very subjective, embedded in personal feelings. This is a significant challenge for the emergency
response domain, where critical decisions need to be made quickly on
the basis of the users’ situation awareness. We propose to address this
issue using visual analytics techniques to facilitate browsing and understanding of topicality and feelings in social media. Our approach is
twofold- firstly, we enrich social media posts by adding semantics to facilitate browsing and sentiment in order to gauge the emotions behind
individual posts. Secondly, we combine two paradigms of data browsing
- topical and temporal into a real-time dynamic visualisation of social
media messages.
Keywords: social media, dynamic visualisation, visual analytics
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Introduction

Social networking and media-sharing platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and
Flickr has seen a large scale adoption by individuals and communities across the
web over the past few years. Cheaper mobile phones and internet-enabled devices have made it possible for individuals to stay connected with such platforms,
thereby enabling people to share their experiences at all times. This amass of
data continually generated has become a major source of information for organizations, user groups and communities to understand important situations and
events. Such data streams are particularly useful in the case of emergencies and
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crises - where highly critical and potentially life-saving decisions need to be taken
in a short amount of time. Social media data have become a natural port of call
to achieve Situational Awareness, i.e. accurate, complete and real-time information about an incident [33], to understand the current local and global situation
and how this may evolve over time [11]. In this sense, social networks have already changed the information landscape and have become a major source of
information for authorities, organisations, individuals and groups [13]. They offer an excellent opportunity for situation awareness and crisis management; they
often give a timely picture of events, allowing for both early warning of incidents
as well as means for early situation awareness, even before police or rescue personnel arrive on the scene. Additionally, information from social news media
does not only provide facts about the physical situation, but allows the possibility to assess the state of mind of people involved, e.g. positive and negative
feelings, misconceptions etc. The immense volume of real-time, user-generated
content collected from social media platforms or sources has already shown serious potential in applications such as disaster detection [23], seasonal mood level
changes [8], tracking inuenza rates [14], etc. Authorities increasingly use social
media for monitoring events and crowds as well, during social emergencies and
natural disasters [27].
The goal of our research is to boost the users’ understanding of interrelations
between topicality and sentiments by the timely visual analysis of large-scale
social streams (aggregated from Twitter, Facebook and Flickr). To this end, we
have designed and developed VisInfluence, a new visualisation approach that
leverages the semantic value of the information, to create contextual enrichment
for visually browsing information. While effectively filtering dynamic social data
is a significant challenge, our focus in this work is on exploring the sentiments
associated with social media. Our present work is an extension of a previous
work in visualising influence in social media, where we focussed on visualising
influential users[9]. Time-critical domains such as emergency response require
highly precise means to filter information. This needs understanding the topics
of interest to the user. Since our starting point is the user’s interest, we provide a
mechanism for users to identify the topics interesting to them - by either selecting
topics from a tag-cloud, or manually searching for topics. While there are topics
that are generic, such as ‘emergency’, ‘earthquake’ or ‘volcano’, highly specific
topics can also be relevant based on when the user is accessing the system, such
as ‘Download Festival’, ‘Sheffield Tramlines’. Evolving topics can also be of great
interest to users such as ‘London Riots’ or ‘Aurora shooting’. Once the topics
of interest are identified, the system monitors the topics and provides real-time
updates of the topics within a visualisation interface.
In the following sections we present related work focused on the use of social media data for situation awareness and on visual analytics in emergency
response, This is followed by a description of our approach for obtaining and visualising the data, with a focus on the new visualisation approach we designed.
Details about the implementation are then presented, followed by Conclusions
and Future Work.
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Related Work

In this section we present related work in two areas : Situational awareness and
Visual Analytics in emergency response. Situational Awareness in times of emergency is paramount to deliver a timely and effective response [7]. To achieve effective Situational Awareness, emergency services must collate information from
multiple sources and use it to build an understanding of the current situation
and how this may evolve over time [11]. Leveraging data from citizens to build a
form of collective intelligence [28], during emergencies or for security purposes, is
becoming a vital resource for Situation Awareness [22]. During the 2007 southern
California wildfires, two bulletin boards were set up to facilitate the exchange
of information between citizens and authorities [25]. A later analysis of Twitter
postings during the 2009 Red River flooding [29] indicated that the service was
being used by citizens and communities to collate and propagate information in a
concise and responsive manner. Several systems have been developed to support
citizen participation during emergencies that either directly foster data from
citizens through custom apps [20] or analyse public data stream to extract realtime knowledge [32, 2, 31]. Existing techniques for searching social media involve
exploiting entity-based semantic features[30]; entity mentions, hashtags, URLs
and metadata [18]; and entity annotations coupled with user models for personalised searches [1]. Recommendations and filtering systems are used to help
users reduce information overload, i.e. recommending links that users may find
interesting; using dynamic semantic models of user interests [2]; recommending
posts and friends based on categories [10, 21].
Visual Analytics techniques have been proposed to represent and filter social
media at different levels of specificity [16] [3] and to convey information evolution
in the crisis management domain [24]. When visualising large scale social media
data, visual analytics is mainly used to provide high level overviews. Lee [15]
explores information regarding social media campaigns, Sakaki [24] uses twitter
to understand the progression of earthquakes and Wongsuphasawat [34] explores
trends in emergency medicine. While these systems manage to efficiently display
the chosen information, they are limited in the amount of data displayed. Systems with a broader focus try to capture the properties of generic data, allowing
users to filter the data to items of interest. TwitInfo [16] for example, uses multiple views to present a large data set and Eddi [6] allows users to explore real
time data streams relating to a given keyword.
Whilst most social media visualisation approaches rely on geographical and
temporal features TwitterReporter [19], some systems are starting to exploit
the semantic of the data to enhance the visualisations. Examples of such systems are ThemeCrowds [5], TwitInfo [16], mediaWatch [12]. Marcus [16] uses
features such as sentiment and link popularity to geographically plot the data.
mediaWatch uses features such as sentiment to create news flow diagrams that
analyses the evolution of keywords and sentiments over time with an innovative
display. Adams et al. [4] also focuses on interactive colour-coded timeline displays. ThemeCrowds [5] cluster groups of users and their evolution over time for
a particular topic.
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Enriching social media data

The first step in our approach is enriching social media posts by adding semantics to facilitate browsing and sentiment to gauge the emotions behind individual
posts. Social Media messages are typically composed of metadata (e.g. about the
users, the device used to post, the location, etc.) and content. Both metadata
and content can be analysed to extract information (e.g. keywords, terms, named
entities, events, etc.) and to establish semantic data. In our implementation, we
have used four processes to extract information from the messages - a tag processor to extract user-generated tags, a user detail extractor to extract metadata
from the posts (such as user names, profiles and so on), an entity extractor and
a sentiment analyser. The entity extractor and sentiment analyser are modules
that use the Alchemy API3 to extract different entities and sentiments of the
messages. Our approach is based on two sub-steps: (1) Content analysis to identify related concepts that are later fed into the topical navigation widget; and
(2) Sentiment analysis, to understand the mood of users and their influence on
a topic. We illustrate this using the following example,
Alyssa Milano @Alyssa_Milano: I am so blown away by the police officers and all 1st
responders in Boston. Awesome bravery. I salute you! #BostonStrong

The user name (Alyssa Milano) and the user ID (@Alyssa Milano) is initially stored along with the user-generated hashtag BostonStrong. The text
of the tweet is then passed to the Alchemy API to extract relevant concepts
(Tags: Awesome Bravery, police officers, responders) and sentiment (0.146867).
We combine this information as shown below and store it within a local data
store, to be queried later. The triples are formalised based on a visinfluence vocabulary as well as several other well-known vocabularies such as dcterms4 , sioc5
and geonames6 . While our visinfluence vocabulary is rather simplistic, our focus
in this paper is on visual analytics instead of formalising the domain.
@prefix vin: <http://dcs.shef.ac.uk/visinfluence/>
<http://dcs.shef.ac.uk/visinfluence/status/325418041229848577>
rdf:type sioc:Post ;
sioc:hasCreator <http://twitter.com/Alyssa_Milano> ;
dcterms:created "2013-4-20 02:18:01" ;
dcterms:subject "BostonStrong" ;
vin:City <vin:Boston> ;
vin:Tag "Awesome Bravery" ;
vin:Tag "police officers" ;
vin:hasSentiment 0.146867 ;

When all the tweets are processed, the system can search for tweets that
are relevant to topics as well as created within specific temporal durations. The
retrieved set of tweets is then ‘bundled’ into one single representation in the
visualisation. In our current implementation, the sentiment score for a set of
3
4
5
6

http://www.alchemyapi.com/
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
http://sioc-project.org/ontology
http://www.geonames.org/ontology/documentation.html
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tweets is calculated as the mean of their individual scores. In the near future, we
will investigate other ways of generating combined sentiment scores for a group
of tweets.
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A Visual Approach

We build our approach on the classical visual information - seeking mantra proposed by Shneiderman - Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand
[26], where a visual approach toward finding information lies in presenting an
overview of the data, providing means for users to filter information they are
interested in, and then making the details available when required. While this
approach has been embedded in most visualisations and interfaces, we believe it
is most effective for large scale static data. However, in our scenario, the data
is highly dynamic, and this results in situations where such an approach would
not be effective. For example, a visual overview of highly dynamic data would
be computationally expensive, as well as introduce a cognitive burden on the
users. We propose to extend Shneiderman’s approach by incorporating means
to exploit dynamic social data. Our approach is in four steps: identify topics,
monitor, explore, details-on-demand. We explain each of these steps using
a scenario, where an emergency response personnel in the control room uses
VisInfluence to understand what is currently happening.

4.1

Identify Topics

Being a time-critical application domain, users need to be able to quickly communicate what they are interested in. This calls for easy means to identify their
topics of interest, and then subsequently add them to their list of topics to monitor. In our present implementation, topics can be of two types - user-generated
hashtags or entities (extracted from the text). Upon initialisation, users are presented with a tag cloud that represents a summary of all the hashtags that are
posted from the time the data is collected. The tag cloud is also presented with
a drop-down menu showing different types of entities that have been identified
while processing the posts. Additionally, the system provides users with a topical search facility to add their own search terms. In the next stages, the tweets
relevant to the identified topics will only be considered, as shown in Figure 1.
The final set of topics are shown to the user as a list, which can be edited as
desired before proceeding to the next step of exploration. This stage is a notable
change from the original metaphor of visual information seeking proposed by
Shneiderman, where the author proposed that the first step would be to provide
an overview of everything, and then provide filtering operations. We argue that
in order to make quick and important decisions, users need to first identify the
topics that are most relevant to them. This saves critical time and can help users
guage situations that are of utmost importance to them.
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of topic selector - the user can either enter their own search
topics, or select from the tagclouds generated from the hashtags or extracted entities.
The topics selected are shown on the list (right).

4.2

Monitor

The set of topics identified by the user are then used by VisInfluence to render
the final visualisations. The visualisation space consists of individual horizontal
panels for each topic, and each panel presents the dynamic information collected
about the topic. The panels are divided into several vertical time frames (600
time frames in our present implementation), each time frame indicates a duration
of time. Figure 2 shows one such example, where each time frame represents 10
seconds - this means that every 10 second, a new reading will be requested from
the backend, where the tweets collected over the last 10 seconds will be processed
to calculate a combined sentiment score.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of the VisInfluence application showing how the sentiments of all
the tweets associated with a topic at a given time are visualised
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The backend extractors harvest tweets related to the individual topics, based
on its own search criteria. The visualisation interface then queries the backend
for the latest readings of the collective sentiments for all the topics, which are
then rendered as a bar on the panel. The bar is color-coded to indicate a positive
or a negative sentiment (positive displayed as a green bar, while negative as a
red). The length of the bar indicates the extent of the general positive or negative
feeling associated with the topic at the given time frame.
Users can control how often the visualisations are updated using a slider on
the top of the interface, thereby choosing how quickly new data is visualised in
the system. When a new time frame is initiated, all the readings for the previous timeframes are shifted toward the left, and the new readings are plotted on
the far right. The oldest reading from the left most timeframe is deleted from
the system. This enables users to have a historical perspective on the sentiments
associated with the topic and follow how it develops as a situation evolves - however, ensuring that the users donot get overloaded by the amount of information
that is presented to them.
The system also allows users to add new topics of interest at run-time, while
the visualisations are being updated. The users can use the search box on the top
right side of the interface (Figure 2) to enter terms they are interested in, and
the topics get added to their list of topics to monitor. This is to accommodate
for new topics of interest that they observe from their monitoring activities. The
new topics get stacked on top of the previous topic panels - e.g. “999” and “911”
panels are added by the user after they observe that these topics can be relevant
as shown in Figure 2.
4.3

Explore

The users interact with the interface to explore the data to a greater extent. For
example, hovering over the panels show a scale that encapsulate all the other
panels, and show the readings for each panel at that time frame. In addition
to the visual indication of the computed sentiments being rendered as charts,
the scale shows the real values of the sentiments to enable a more fine-grained
comparison. Users can also visualise the number of tweets posted as well as
the number of unique users posting tweets that were relevant to the topic at the
specific time frame. Users select from a drop-down menu the data they would like
to visualise and the queries to the back end extractors would then be modified
based on the facet of the data they would like to visualise. The tweet count and
unique user count is presented in the same interface, similar to the sentiment
plots where bars represent the number of tweets or users. Unlike sentiment plots,
however, these plots are not color-coded, and merely represent how many tweets
have contributed toward the final sentiment scores. Figure 3 shows an example
where the tweet count has been selected as the facet to be visualised for the topic
911 - the figure shows the rising amount of the tweets over the latter half of the
exploration session. The number of tweets had suddenly spiked, and dropped at
the end of the session.
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Fig. 3. Visualising tweet counts for different time frames.

We believe that this step is similar to the ‘overview’ step in Shneiderman’s
information seeking paradigm, since this allows the users to have a holistic view
of the data. However, our extension for this step is to facilitate an exploratory
paradigm where the user can be provided with means to decide which facet of
the data is of interest to them.
4.4

Details-On-Demand

The final step of our approach is similar to Shneiderman’s - where we provide
means to reach the details of the data. It is extremely important to make this as
seamless as possible, and make it easy for the user to understand the data being
presented. Users can access details during their exploratory session by hovering
their mouse (and consequently, the scale) to view the scores at the specific time
frame and clicking on the plot area. The exact position of the mouse click is then
calculated to identify the time frame and the topic that the user is interested in.
At this stage, we provide users with views over multiple aspects of the data. The
most important facet that users are presented with are the individual instances of
the tweets. This assists the analyst in understanding why the sentiments around
a given topic at one particular time frame generates its scores. The tweets are
ranked on the basis of their sentiments - users can chose to view the tweets with
the most negative scores on top, and the most positive scores at the bottom
and vice versa. The second facet is the list of most influential users for the topic
at the chosen time frame. The list of users is also ranked on the basis of their
contribution toward the sentiment score. The user with most tweets that are
negative with the greatest margin is placed on top of the list, while the user
with the most positive tweets are placed at the bottom of the list.

5

Implementation and Architecture

We discuss the implementation of VisInfluence in two phases - data processing
and visual representation. The first step requires streaming Tweets using Twitter API - this process introduces a few challenges - searching the public timeline
for tweets would result in large number of tweets that are irrelevant. Hence, as
a starting point, VisInfluence is fed a few search terms to gather an initial set
of data. This set of search terms is directly related to the domain - for example, a user monitoring a music festival would prefer using terms relevant to the
festival, while an emergency personnel may prefer using generic terms such as
‘emergency’, ‘disaster’ and so on. This initial set of tweets collected every 15
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minutes are then fed into four extractors - a user detail extractor, tag processor, entity extractor and sentiment extractor. The entity extractor identifies the
various types of entities found in the tweet - these entities can be of several
types such as persons, countries, cities, tags and so on. The sentiment analyser
computes the sentiments associated with each tweet. The entity extractor and
sentiment analyser are essentially scripts that invoke the language processing
service Alchemy API7 . The responses from the Alchemy API are parsed and
stored locally, available to be queried at later stages.

Fig. 4. VisInfluence Architecture

The other two modules, Tag Processor and User Detail Extractor extracts
the hashtags and relevant user information such as user IDs, user names and
locations. The extracted information is then stored in a local triplestore, via a
backend controller. The user-facing part of the system, or the front end constitutes of a visualisation interface built on Processing.js8 . The processing modules
are displayed on an HTML page, along with several other Javascript-based tools
such as JQueryTagCloud9 for rendering the tag cloud and jQuery to handle
AJAX queries to the backend. Each interaction with the user results in queries
that are then sent to the backend controller. The queries are then forwarded
to the triplestore, and the results retrieved are returned to the relevant callback functions. The responses are then parsed using Javascript, and rendered
accordingly.

6

Challenges and Conclusions

The development of the VisInfluence system has followed an iterative usercentered design process, where users have been presented with incremental versions of different features. Another recently developed system, the Context and
7
8
9

http://www.alchemyapi.com/
http://processingjs.org/
http://www.jondev.net/articles/jQuery Tag Cloud Example
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Hierarchy chain [17] has also been discussed in several focus group sessions. These
discussions and focus groups have been crucial in understanding user needs and
the challenges posed by their tasks and the domain itself. In the next few months,
we plan to conduct an evaluation in a task-based simulated emergency aimed
at understanding the applicability of our proposed paradigm for exploring social
data. The participants for the evaluation will be primarily emergency response
practitioners and researchers.
One of the primary challenges that the system faces is limited computational resources. Processing thousands or millions of tweets at near real-time
is highly challenging and computationally expensive. This results in processing
delays, that can introduce a lag in the system. While such delays are expected,
a time-critical domain such as emergency response requires careful consideration of how significant and what is the possible impact of such delays. Indeed,
our approach of filter-first can reduce unnecessary and irrelevant information to
be discarded, a helpful addition would be efficient spam-detection techniques.
Identifying spammers and spam content before as a pre-processing step would
significantly reduce the amount of information to be processed, thereby reducing
the possible delays.
Another set of issues associated with the system is the limits introduced by
services - Twitter and Alchemy are both services that impose certain restrictions
in terms of number of API calls. In our implementation, we have had to introduce
delays to ensure that calls to such services respected these restrictions. These
delays have also added to the overall delay in the system. However, such issues
can be mostly addressed by paid or premium accounts with such services. In
the near future we plan two major modifications in the system - improve the
backend processing and provide a way to improve the filtering mechanisms. With
these final set of updates, we plan to evaluate the system with real users from
the emergency response domain. We aim to validate our four-step approach and
understand how can such technologies be used to compliment more traditional
techniques.
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